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The competition between scrambling and projective measurements can lead to measurement-
induced entanglement phase transitions (MIPT). In this work, we show that the universality class
of the MIPT is drastically altered when the system is coupled to a diffusing conserved density.
Specifically, we consider a 1+1d random Clifford circuit locally monitored by classically diffusing
particles (“measurers”). The resulting diffusive correlations in the measurement density are a rele-
vant perturbation to the usual space-time random MIPT critical point, producing a new universality
class for this phase transition. We find “Griffiths-like” effects due to rare space-time regions where,
e.g., the diffusive measurers have a low or high density, but these are considerably weaker than the
Griffiths effects that occur with quenched randomness that produce rare spatial regions with infinite
lifetime.

Measurement-induced phase transitions (MIPTs) are a
recently discovered class of phase transitions in quantum
dynamical systems subject to repeated measurements.
MIPTs are transitions in the entanglement structure of
typical individual quantum trajectories—i.e., in the state
of the system conditional on a set of measurement out-
comes [1–3]. They separate a “mixed” or “volume-law”
phase in which the dynamics generate volume-law entan-
glement that is able to preserve some quantum informa-
tion about the initial state, from a “pure” or “area-law”
phase in which measurements rapidly extract all quan-
tum information and prevent the buildup of entangle-
ment [4, 5]. The MIPT in spatially local one-dimensional
random quantum circuits, with local unitary gates and
single-site projective measurements, has been the best-
studied example [6–12]; however, MIPTs have also been
explored in other geometries [13–17]. Experimental stud-
ies of MIPTs remain challenging because studying in-
dividual trajectories requires procedures (such as post-
selection or classical simulations) for which the resource
requirements grow exponentially with system size; nev-
ertheless, signatures of MIPTs have been seen in re-
cent experiments with trapped ions and superconduct-
ing qubits [18–21], and recent theoretical proposals indi-
cate how MIPTs may be realized in larger-scale experi-
ments [22–24].

The critical properties of MIPTs depend on the spatial
dimension and range of the gates [15, 25–27]. In addition,
typical trajectories are inherently random in space and
time—since the measurement outcomes are random—
and the critical properties are sensitive to the correlations
in this randomness. The “standard” MIPT occurs in one-
dimensional circuits where the unitary gates and mea-
surement locations are chosen at random with no space-
time correlations, and the measurement outcomes are set
by the Born rule. A number of circuit-averaged observ-
ables at this standard MIPT seem to be governed by a

nonunitary conformal field theory [9], which, in the limit
of infinite on-site Hilbert space dimension, can be identi-
fied as percolation. When the measurement locations or
the gate parameters have strong enough long-range cor-
relations, the universality class changes. For example, if
there is quenched spatial randomness in the measurement
probabilities, the transition is instead governed by an
infinite-randomness fixed point with infinitely anisotropic
spacetime scaling [28, 29].

In the standard MIPT, the dynamics is not subject to
any conservation laws. Even in the absence of measure-
ments, conservation laws constrain entanglement growth
in quantum circuits [30]. In this paper we explore how
the presence of a diffusing conserved charge (conserved
also by the measurements) affects the MIPT in 1+1 di-
mensions. Generically, the measurement rate at the tran-
sition will depend linearly on small changes in the over-
all charge density [31]. When this is true, as we argue
below, the coupling to the diffusing charge is relevant
at the critical point, and thus changes the universality
class of this phase transition [32]. Note that, in addi-
tion to the MIPT (which is an entanglement transition),
circuits with a conserved charge also exhibit a “charge-
sharpening” phase transition [23, 33, 34]. The MIPT
takes place in the charge-sharp phase, in which measure-
ments have collapsed the charge distribution, so an indi-
vidual quantum trajectory has a well-defined spacetime
charge density profile at large length scales.

The MIPT can be studied efficiently for large sys-
tems composed of Clifford gates and Pauli measurements
[3, 5, 8–10, 35]. Unfortunately, if one restricts such a ran-
dom Clifford circuit to have a conserved U(1) charge (e.g.
Ẑi summed over all qubits i) this eliminates the volume-
law entangled phase and thus also the phase transition
we wish to study. However, in more general models this
phase transition occurs within the charge-sharp phase,
in which charge fluctuations are essentially classical [33].
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Thus we introduce a new type of model in order to effi-
ciently numerically study this transition. In this model,
a diffusing conserved classical charge is separate from
the quantum Clifford random circuit, the circuit alone
has no conservation laws, and the measurement rate at a
given space-time point is set by the (classical) charge at
that point. This allows us to simulate large systems and
thus investigate the resulting new universality class of the
MIPT. In the absence of the conserved charge, the uni-
versality class of the transition does differ in some details
between Clifford and non-Clifford (e.g., Haar-random)
systems, although in many respects they are qualitatively
similar [8, 10]. With the conserved charge, we can again
expect differences between non-Clifford and Clifford uni-
versality classes; here, we study the latter because it is
much more accessible numerically by using the new type
of model that we introduce. Our main results are to
locate and characterize the critical point of the MIPT
in this model. We also provide numerical evidence and
analytical arguments to show that diffusive correlations
affect the properties of the phases on either side of the
MIPT.

Our model has classical particles diffusing via the sym-
metric simple exclusion process (SSEP) on the same one-
dimensional lattice that the qubits occupy. The particle
density is equal to one particle per two qubits. These
classical particles are the “measurers”: at the time of
measurements, each qubit that is at a site occupied by a
particle is measured with probability p; see Fig. 1. This
imparts diffusive correlations in space-time to the loca-
tions of the measurements. In all data presented here,
the measurers have diffusivity D = 1, and we use peri-
odic boundary conditions except where otherwise stated.

Generalized Harris argument— We begin by giv-
ing a generalized Harris argument [36, 37] for the rele-
vance of diffusive correlations in the measurement rate.
The standard MIPT (with uncorrelated measurements)
has correlation length exponent ν and dynamical ex-
ponent z = 1, so for p near the critical point pc the
correlation region has space-time volume ∼ ξ(d+1)(p) ∼
|p− pc|−(d+1)ν for d+ 1 dimensions. Space-time correla-
tions in the measurements will be relevant if they cause
the measurement rate averaged over a space-time corre-
lation volume to vary (between different correlation vol-
umes of the same system) by an amount δp that vanishes
more slowly than |p− pc| ∼ ξ−1/ν as p→ pc.

If diffusive measurers are added perturbatively to the
standard uncorrelated model, the number of measurers in
a correlation volume does not change significantly within
one correlation time; the measurer number is strongly
correlated along the time direction. The variation in the
number of measurers is proportional to the square root
of the spatial volume, resulting in a variation of mea-
surer density within a correlation volume proportional to
ξ−d/2. Therefore, δp ∼ ξ−d/2(p), which is relevant when
ν < 2/d, as in the usual Harris argument [38]. In partic-
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FIG. 1. Random Clifford circuit monitored by diffusing classi-
cal particles. (a) Illustration of classical SSEP rules governing
measurer dynamics, where hopping to nearest-neighbor sites
occurs as a continuous-time Poisson process with a specified
rate and is forbidden if the adjacent site is already occupied.
(b) An example of measurer trajectories. (c) A circuit with
measurer locations as in (b). Two-qubit random Clifford gates
are applied in a brickwork manner. At each time between lay-
ers of gates, each measurer makes a Ẑ projective measurement
of the local qubit with probability p.

ular, for the 1+1-dimensional case that we consider here,
the uncorrelated critical point has ν ∼= 1.3 < 2/d = 2.
Therefore, diffusive correlations are indeed a relevant per-
turbation for the uncorrelated MIPT. Note that this rel-
evance criterion does not change as long as the measur-
ers move slower than ballistically (so that the number of
measurers within a correlation volume does not change
significantly in one correlation time in the p→ pc limit).

Critical point: numerical results— The gener-
alized Harris argument establishes that diffusive cor-
relations drive the system away from the spacetime-
uncorrelated critical point. To study the new critical
point that does occur, we turn to numerical simulations
of these Clifford circuits. We begin by estimating the
critical measurement rate pc based on the peak of the an-
tipodal mutual information (AMI) for subsystems of size
N/8. The AMI vanishes as N → ∞ in both the volume-
law and area-law phases and is expected to exhibit a
peak at pc under fairly general conditions [3]. As shown
in Fig. 2(a), the peak in the AMI for accessible sizes sug-
gests pc ≈ 0.33. Interpreted conservatively, our data on
the AMI constrains pc to lie in the interval (0.31, 0.35):
for p within this interval, the AMI grows with L for all
accessible sizes, so any value in this range could be the
critical point. The estimated pc for this model is ap-
proximately twice that in the standard random-Clifford
MIPT. This factor of roughly two is plausible because
the number of measurers is Np = N/2, so the average
measurement rate over all spacetime is p/2. In [39], we
attempt to extract the correlation-length exponent ν at
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FIG. 2. Entanglement and purification dynamics at and near
the critical point. (a) Antipodal mutual information in the
long-time steady state shows that the critical point pc is lo-
cated near p = 0.33. (b) Purification time τP . The median
over samples is presented as a representative of a typical sam-
ple. The gray dotted line is the relaxation time scale for the
diffusive measurers with z = 2. The inset shows the apparent
activated dynamical scaling at p = 0.33, with the horizontal
axis re-scaled to N0.44.

this critical point by collapsing the AMI as well as a
different observable, the tripartite mutual information.
This gives us a rough estimate of ν = 1.6(5). The rela-
tively poor quality of the collapse indicates that despite
the large system sizes we are considering, finite-size ef-
fects are still severe.

To explore dynamical scaling at the critical point, we
turn to the purification dynamics of an initially maxi-
mally mixed state for measurement rates p around this
critical window. At the critical point, we expect that
the timescale for purifying a system of size N scales as
τP (N) ∼ Nz, where z is the dynamical critical expo-
nent. For the standard MIPT, z = 1, and for the case
of quenched randomness, z = ∞ [28]. In the diffusive
case, our numerical results [Fig. 2(b)] clearly indicate
that z ≥ 2. Assuming that N = 256 is larger than any
relevant microscopic scale, the slope d(log τP )/d(logN)
at p = 0.35 lower bounds the value of z. This lower
bound is close to the diffusive value z = 2, which, as
we will discuss, is the largest value that is theoretically
well-motivated. If we instead focus on the apparent pc—
given by the peak in the AMI—we find a slope that is
clearly drifting to larger values with increasing N . This
would imply z > 3.5 and would be most consistent with
a formally infinite z, with power-law dynamical scaling
replaced by some form of activated scaling, as at the
infinite-randomness critical point. Indeed, as shown in
the inset to Fig. 2(b), an activated scaling ansatz with
scaling log τP ∼ Nψ with ψ ∼= 0.44 is consistent with the
purification data.

Thus our numerical results are consistent with at least
two possibilities for the critical point. One possible sce-
nario, suggested by a straightforward analysis of the nu-
merics, gives pc ≈ 0.33 and z > 3.5. Although consistent
with the numerics, this scenario seems implausible, by

the following logic: Imagine running a renormalization-
group scheme that gives an exponent z > 2. After many
steps of this scheme, the system will have O(1) remaining
degrees of freedom per ℓ× ℓz patch for some large ℓ. The
remaining disorder at this scale is spatially uncorrelated,
so if the renormalized description of the circuit resembles
the original microscopic description, the flow beyond this
scale will be governed by the standard MIPT and z will
decrease. We emphasize that this argument makes some
nontrivial assumptions about the nature of the flow, and
does not rule out the z > 2 scenario. A simpler possibil-
ity, however, is that the AMI is showing strong finite-size
effects and the true critical point lies near the upper end
of the allowed range (0.31, 0.35) and has z = 2, so the
apparent values of z > 2 are actually in the volume-law
phase. We present some tentative numerical support for
this possibility in [39].

Rare region effects— We now turn to the phases
on either side of this new MIPT. As in the infinite-
randomness case, we expect that some properties of these
phases are dominated by rare spacetime regions that are
locally “in the other phase”. To influence dynamics on
a timescale t, such a rare configuration must persist for
time t. In the standard MIPT, the measurement prob-
abilities are drawn independently at each time, so this
probability decays exponentially in time. However, in
the diffusive case, a rare region of size ℓ >∼

√
Dt typi-

cally persists for time t. The probability “cost” of such
a region is stretched-exponential in t, so rare-region ef-
fects can dominate late-time dynamics of certain quan-
tities whose typical behavior is exponential decay. The
quantities that show these effects are different in the two
phases:

In the volume-law phase, we find that regions with
anomalously high density of measurers behave as bottle-
necks that suppress entanglement growth due to the re-
sulting high density of measurements. We prepare a ran-
dom pure product initial state, evolve with open bound-
ary conditions until time t, bipartition the system with a
single cut at position x near the midpoint (x = N/2) and
obtain the entanglement entropy that we label SN/2(t).
We define the total probability P<SN/2

(t) at time t of hav-

ing SN/2(t) < S̄N/2(t)/2: the probability of the entangle-
ment entropy for a single instance being suppressed by at
least a factor of two from its mean over many instances
at time t.

In the usual MIPT, the most probable way to produce
such a large suppression is due to a space-time path of
time duration ∼ t that has substantially suppressed en-
tanglement growth along the entire path. Therefore one
expects − logP<SN/2

∼ t. In our diffusive circuit, the tail

is due to the rare regions of spatial width O(
√
Dt) such

that they can survive until time t. Therefore, we expect
− logP<SN/2

∼
√
Dt. With time-independent quenched

randomness, the rare region is a bottleneck of the entan-
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FIG. 3. Rare region effects in the volume-law phase in mod-
els with (a) diffusing measurers, (b) space-time uncorrelated
measurements, and (c) immobile measurers having quenched
randomness. Note, the horizontal axis is different in each case.
The presented measurement rates are p ∼= pc/2, thus well into
the volume-law phase. The system size is N = 1024, and cuts
are sampled within a distance of 64 sites of the center of the
chain.

glement growth with a rate exponentially decaying with
its length. In this case the most probable way to suppress
the entanglement is due to a nearby bottleneck that is
of spatial width O(log t), leading to the Griffiths power
law: − logP<SN/2

∼ log t [28]. We numerically verified

the results are consistent with expectations for all three
models (Fig. 3). This probability also oscillates in time
as it decays because entanglement in Clifford circuits is
integer-valued [39].

In the area-law phase, rare regions with low measure-
ment density slow down purification from the maximally
mixed initial state. We focus on two quantities: the mean
total entropy S(t) and the tail distribution of the purifi-
cation time τP , denoted as P>τP (t) ≡ P (τP ≥ t). These
two quantities behave similarly at very late times when
S(t) < 1, as both diagnose the last bit of entropy to be
purified.

In the intermediate time regime of 1 ≪ Dt < O(N2),
the entropy remains in rare regions with a lower density
of measurers that were already present at time zero. For
these to remain until time t they must be of spatial length
ℓ >∼

√
Dt. The probability of having a rare region decays

exponentially in its length ℓ, and once the probability is
rare, there are approximately N/ℓ independent locations
where such rare regions may occur. Therefore, we expect
the following intermediate-time scaling:

log

(
S(t)

N/
√
Dt

)
∼ −

√
Dt, log

(
P>τP (t)

N/
√
Dt

)
∼ −

√
Dt ,

(1)

which are clearly observed in Fig. 4(a,b). The typical pu-
rification time diverges with system size as∼ (logN)2/D:
The largest rare region length is typically O(logN), and
the typical purification time is determined by the diffu-
sive lifetime (z = 2) of this rare region.
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FIG. 4. Rare region effects in the area-law phase. (a,b)
Numerical demonstrations of Eqs. (1) at intermediate times,
where the longest-living rare region determines the decay of
the total entropy and the tail of the purification time distribu-
tion. (c,d) At later times S(t) and P>

τP (t) decay exponentially
with t/N . Color scale indicates N .

Beyond the diffusive time scale t≫ O(N2/D), almost
all the rare samples in the area-law phase that have not
fully purified have entropy one bit. This logical operator
has survived in spite of the strong measurements due to
a sequence of rare spacetime regions. The most probable
way for a logical to survive for such long times is for
there to be a rare region of size of order N : the density
of measurers is low over some fraction of order one half of
the full system. Such a pattern occurs with a probability
that is exponentially small in N . This rare pattern would
normally disappear after a time ∼ N2/D, so for it to
persist even longer to time t ≫ N2/D means it did not
decay away of order Dt/N2 times. Thus the probability
of the system not purifying to these late times is

logP>τP (t)
∼= logS(t) ∼ (−N)× Dt

N2
= −Dt

N
. (2)

This is consistent with Fig. 4(c,d), where for large t/N
both S(t) and P>τP (t) decay exponentially with t/N (or-
ange dotted lines are parallel).
Conclusion— We have shown that diffusive correla-

tions due to a conservation law change the universality
class of the MIPT, as well as the long-time asymptotics
of the phases on either side of it—specifically, entangle-
ment dynamics in the volume-law phase and purification
dynamics in the area-law phase. We have provided ana-
lytic arguments to show that the universality class of the
transition must change, and to estimate the “Griffiths-
like” effects from diffusive correlations in the phases. To
isolate the effect of diffusive correlations while still reach-
ing large system sizes, we numerically explored a model in
which the diffusive correlations are put in by hand. How-
ever, our analytic arguments do not rely on the specifics
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of this model, and we expect that our main conclusions
are general, although critical exponents might differ be-
tween Clifford and generic circuits.

If z > 2, the correlation length exponent has a weaker
lower bound, as the single correlation volume lasts for
ξz−2 correlation times of the measurers on scale ξ. Hence,
the rms variation in the measurement rate between
such space-time correlation volumes is δp ∼ ξ(2−d−z)/2,
matching to the ∼ ξd/2 for z ≤ 2. This gives a gener-
alized Chayes inequality ν ≥ 2/(z + d − 2) = 2/(z − 1)
for 1 + 1 dimension and z ≥ 2. Therefore, if the sys-
tem is behaving on some scale with apparent z > 2, the
apparent ν we extract may only obey the generalized in-
equality and “explain” our apparent ν < 2 (although it
has a large uncertainty).

The critical point we have explored is one of a large
family of new critical points that arise naturally in the
dynamics of quantum and/or classical information. The
sharpening transition is another example in this vein;
in one dimension disorder is irrelevant at this transi-
tion, but in higher dimensions (or for symmetry groups
other than U(1)) it might be a relevant perturbation.
The dynamics of out-of-time-order correlators in classi-
cal diffusive spin chains is another closely related exam-
ple [37]. It was also recently shown that the coupling be-
tween quantum and classical circuits leads to nontrivial
entanglement growth [40]. These critical points involve
an information-theoretic quantity, such as entanglement,
charge fluctuations, or an out-of-time-order correlator,
coupled nonreciprocally to one or more hydrodynamic
modes. Developing a framework for describing these new
phase transitions is an important topic for future work.
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In this Supplemental Material, we (i) overview the diagnostics we used to probe the transition and
the phases, (ii) present further results near the critical point, (iii) investigate the code length during
the purification process, and (iv) discuss the periodic structure seen in P<SN/2

(t) in the volume-law

phase.

S1. Diagnostics Overview

A. Entanglement probes

We use entanglement probes to investigate the phase diagram of our model. Starting from a pure state (mostly
using product initial states, but we can also start from random pure states), we characterize distributions of several
quantities over the course of the dynamics, as well as in the long-time steady state. Specifically, we consider the (i)
half-chain entanglement entropy SN/2, (ii) antipodal mutual information: AMI, and (iii) tripartite mutual information
I3, defined as follows:

SN/2 ≡ SA; (S1)

AMI ≡ SA + SB − SA∪B ; (S2)

I3 ≡ SA + SB + SC − SA∪B − SB∪C − SA∪C + SA∪B∪C . (S3)

A

B
B C

A

A

𝐀𝐌𝐈 𝑰𝟑

A

𝑺𝑵/𝟐

Figure S1. Illustrations of partitions into subsystems involved in various entanglement probes. (Left) Half-chain bipartite
entanglement SN/2 from the periodic and open boundary condition. (Middle) Antipodal mutual information (AMI) between
subregions A and B with length N/8 and centers N/2 apart. (Right) Tripartite mutual information I3 where |A| = |B| =
|C| = N/4.

The bipartite entanglement SN/2 is the simplest probe diagnosing the volume-law and the area-law phase, char-
acterized by SN/2 ∼ N and SN/2 ∼ O(1), respectively, in the steady state. Also, with a product initial state in the
volume-law phase, SN/2(t) increases linearly in t before it saturates to an order-N value. We additionally investi-
gate SN/2 with open boundary conditions while exploring the Griffith-like effects because now, a single cut defines
a bipartition, and it better captures the rare-region effect. However, SN/2 is sensitive to entanglement on all length
scales. AMI and I3 are, in some situations, nicer objects to work with, since they are sensitive only to long-range
entanglement.

In particular, we use the antipodal mutual information AMI to estimate the location of the critical point.1 We
expect IAB → 0 in both volume-law and area-law phases in the thermodynamic limit, so for finite systems AMI has
a peak near the critical point, which can be found without making any scaling assumption.

We also investigated the tripartite mutual information I3, a probe that has been found to be useful for precisely
characterizing the spacetime-uncorrelated conventional MIPT.2 It is asymptotically zero in the area-law phase and is
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negative and proportional to N at the volume-law phase. However, the value of I3 is sensitive to the specific circuit
realization, and the probability distribution P[I3] exhibits a fat tail under strong space-time correlation, i.e., quenched
randomness.3,4 In such scenarios, the average value of I3 is not representative of the distribution, and it may be more
informative to study the quantity P[I3 = 0], which we also explore.

B. Purification dynamics

Together with the entanglement probes, we investigate purification dynamics,5 establishing a direct connection
between space and time. Specifically, we prepare a fully mixed initial state ρ̂i = Î/2N and track the von Neumann
entropy S(t) = − tr(ρ̂t log2 ρ̂t) over time. The purification time τP is when the system is completely purified, so that
S(t) = 0 for all t ≥ τP . The volume-law to area-law phase transition in the conventional MIPT is also a transition
from a “mixed” phase with exponentially long purification times log τP ∼ N , to a “purifying” phase where τP grows
only as logN . At the critical point, τP ∼ Nz with z = 1 for spacetime-uncorrelated measurements, while log τP ∼ Nψ

(so that z = ∞) for quenched spatial randomness.

C. Contiguous code length

The contiguous code length5–7 shows where the logical operator associated with the state is located. In this work,
we calculate the contiguous code length when there is a single logical pair (or, equivalently, (N − 1) stabilizers). A
single logical pair can be prepared in the purification protocol starting from the maximally mixed state, waiting until

exactly one bit remains unpurified. Calling the logical operators ℓ̂X , ℓ̂Y , and ℓ̂Z , where the logicals follow the same
algebra as Pauli X̂, Ŷ , and Ẑ operators respectively, we can find the shortest contiguous interval that supports each
logical operator, with the respective lengths dα defined as

dα = min
A

{|A| : ∃ ℓ̂α supported in A}, α ∈ {X,Y, Z}. (S4)

where A denotes an interval within the chain.
Initially, we entangle the logical pair with a reference ancilla (labeled a) to form a Bell pair so that X̂a ⊗ ℓ̂X and

Ẑa ⊗ ℓ̂Z are the stabilizer generators of the ancilla-extended system. We then run the circuit solely on the system, so

the time-evolved logicals are X̂a ⊗ ℓ̂X(t), Ŷa ⊗ ℓ̂Y (t), and Ẑa ⊗ ℓ̂Z(t). The system gets purified at time τP once the

measurements coincide with the logical operator (assuming ℓ̂X(τP ) is measured), leading to the disentanglement of

the ancilla from the system. The stabilizers at the purification time are Îa ⊗ ℓ̂X(τP ) and X̂a ⊗ Î.
To independently capture the code length for each logical component, we adopt the so-called clipped gauge.1,8 Each

stabilizer generator has a left and a right “end” of nontrivial content, so a pure state of length L has a total of 2L
ends. The clipped gauge imposes the condition that exactly two ends, originating from either different generators or
the same one, are positioned at every site. Such a representation allows efficient calculation SA of the contiguous
interval A by counting the string of generators with one end inside the interval and the other outside.
When applying the clipped gauge to a system with a single logical pair coupled to an ancilla as a Bell pair (so

the total length is N + 1), we find two stabilizer generators with nontrivial content starting from the first site (the
ancilla’s location) and ending at r1+1 and r2+1, respectively (r1 ≤ r2). The mutual information between the ancilla
and the system within an interval from 1 to r (denoted as A[1,··· ,r]) is determined as follows:

I(ancilla; A[1,··· ,r]) =





0 (r < r1),

1 (r1 ≤ r < r2),

2 (r2 ≤ r).

(S5)

If the shorter stabilizer generator has Pauli operator α̂a at the ancilla, then A[1,··· ,r] with r1 ≤ r < r2 supports the

logical operator ℓ̂α, while the other two are absent. For intervals longer than r2, they include all three (ℓ̂X(t), ℓ̂Y (t),

and ℓ̂Z(t)) logical operators:

A[1,··· ,r] includes





no logicals (r < r1),

ℓ̂α (r1 ≤ r < r2),

ℓ̂X , ℓ̂Y , and ℓ̂Z (r2 ≤ r).

(S6)
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To determine the code length of logicals in a periodic chain, we repeatedly compute in the clipped gauge while
keeping the ancilla position fixed, cyclically permuting the system. During each iteration, we obtain r1 and r2, and
identify which logical component is supported on length r1 (flagged with α̂a). Subsequently, we designate length
r1 to α and r2 to {X,Y, Z} \ {α}, comparing these values across iterations to identify the shortest length and its
corresponding interval for all X, Y , and Z logical components.

We note that the shortest interval supporting each logical may not be unique, but the shortest length is well defined.
Furthermore, since logicals with different components anticommute, the intervals supporting different logicals should
always overlap on at least one site.

S2. Results near the critical point

A. Determining the critical point
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−
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Figure S2. (a) Re-scaled AMI for large system sizes (N ≥ 128) (b) log10 QAMI, an indicator of the quality of the one-parameter
scaling ansatz Eqn. S7 for different values of β and ν. Smaller values represent the better collapse, with log10 QAMI = 0 indicating
the best result. (c) P[I3 = 0] at the steady value for various measurement rates and system sizes. Inset shows the finite-size
scaling of P[I3 = 0] for large system sizes (N ≥ 128). (d) log10 QI3 shows the quality of the scaling ansatz Eqn. S8 for different
values of ν and pc.

As explained in the main text, we rely on the steady-state antipodal mutual information to determine the critical
measurement rate, constrained to be in between the interval pc ∈ (0.31, 0.35). Solely focusing on the peak of AMI
suggests pc ≈ 0.33. The increasing peak for larger system sizes is a notable difference from the conventional space-
time uniform MIPT, where AMI has a constant value at the critical point. The evident increasing peak indicates the
absence of conformal invariance in our model.

For each sample, circuits are applied until time t = 5tclassical + 1000, and the entanglement probes for each sample
are obtained by averaging over the last 1000 time steps. Here, tclassical = (N/2π)2 represents the relaxation time of
the classical SSEP particles. We carefully checked that all the probes were well saturated to the steady-state value
after 5tclassical (within our accessible system sizes/times).

Adopting the peak to be pc, next, we attempt to extract the correlation-length exponent ν from the following
scaling ansatz

AMI ∼ Nβf(N1/ν(p− pc)) (S7)

where f is the scaling function. As shown in Fig. S2(a), we use N=128, 256, and 512 to avoid being distracted by
the smaller system sizes, which are unlikely to scale properly, and find ν = 1.6. However, the data collapse is poor,
as we quantified in Fig. S2(b) with the objective function QAMI that determines the quality of the scaling ansatz for
different values of β and ν.2,9

We additionally present results on the tripartite mutual entanglement P[I3 = 0] in Fig. S2(c). The pronounced drift
towards larger pc for larger system sizes becomes evident as we focus on the intersection of the two graphs, indicating
significant finite-size effects. We again attempt to extract the correlation length exponent from the following ansatz

P [I3 = 0] ∼ g(N1/ν(p− pc)) (S8)

with a scaling function g, and get ν = 1.5 as shown in the inset of Fig. S2(c). Fig. S2(d) shows the objective function
for the scaling ansatz Eqn. S8. From both AMI and P [I3 = 0] observables, we extract ν = 1.6(5); however, the large
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uncertainties presented in Fig. S2(b,d) and the strong finite-size effects shown in Fig. S2(c) that everything may still
strongly drift hinder the accurate characterization of the scaling relations.

B. Entanglement growth at the critical point
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Figure S3. Entanglement probes at p = 0.33. (a) S2(t) shows a logarithmic trend. (b,c) Steady-state properties are presented
with (b) S2 and (c) AMI, averaged over samples, showing an algebraic increase over sample sizes.

Once the critical point is identified, we investigate the entanglement growth and explicitly present the result for
p = 0.33 in Fig. S3, indicating a logarithmic trend [Fig. S3(a)]. A notable distinction is observed in the steady-
state entanglement, as depicted in Fig. S3(b,c), where the relation between S2 and AMI over various system sizes

demonstrates an algebraic relation S̄ ∼ Nψ′
with ψ′ ≈ 0.4. This behavior resembles the quenched randomness critical

point, which has S̄ ∼ N1/2, and the power-law scaling was also observed in the system with quantum and classical
circuits coupled together.10

C. Purification dynamics at the critical point
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Figure S4. (a) Purification time τP . The median over samples is presented as a representative of the typical samples. The inset
shows activated dynamical scaling at p = 0.33, with the x-axis rescaled to N0.44. (b) The lifetime of the last logical bit τ1. The
inset shows p = 0.33 with the x-axis rescaled to N0.39. The measurement rates (p) are indicated in both graphs with numbers
on each plot with different colors. The gray dotted line is the relaxation time scale for the diffusive measurers with z = 2.
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Figure S5. Entropy from the purification dynamics, presented over re-scaled time t/N2.

As explained in the main text, we explore the purification dynamics to find a direct connection between space and
time at the critical point. As shown in Fig. S4 (a), it is clear that the new critical point has z > 1, indicating a
different universality class from the conventional MIPT. From the constrain of pc ∈ (0.31, 0.35) based on the AMI
results, we can bound the dynamical exponent z ≥ 2, and there is a signature of diverging dynamical exponent z → ∞
in the thermodynamic limit if pc = 0.33.

The long-lived behavior of the last logical pair also captures the extraordinarily long timescale. Starting from the
fully mixed state with entropy S(0) = N , the entropy monotonically decreases over time. Furthermore, the entropy
is always an integer, due to the Clifford character of our circuits. Therefore, the moment when the entropy remains
precisely one bit — the “last logical” — is well defined. The probability distribution of the last logical’s survival time
turns out to have an exponential tail near the critical point. One can extract the last logical’s lifetime τ1 by fitting
the exponential tail. This lifetime has roughly the same behavior as the purification times, as shown in Fig. S4(b).

We also present how the entropy S(t) decays over time (scaled as t/N2) at different measurement rates [Fig. S5].
We investigate the possibility of the dynamical exponent being the same as that of the measurers’ SSEP viz. z = 2.
For p = 0.33, the entropy develops a plateau for larger system sizes, clearly showing z > 2, while for the slightly
higher measurement rate (p = 0.35), the plots seem to collapse for various system sizes. Collapsing plots near p ≈ 0.35
with re-scaled time t/N2 suggests a scenario, discussed in the main text, where pc is larger than the p ≈ 0.33 which
has heretofore been the focus of our discussion, with z = 2 dynamical scaling at criticality. Even at these rather
large system sizes, we believe our model suffers from significant finite-size corrections to scaling. We leave further
investigation to characterize the critical behavior for future work.
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S3. Purification of the last logical bit

In this section, we focus on the z → ∞ scenario and provide a qualitative argument focusing on the code length
of the last logical bit. Naively, if one considers a rare region of length ℓ with a relatively low density of measurers.
The reduced density in this rare region leads to a lower measurement rate, allowing logical operators to remain secure
inside. However, due to the diffusive nature of measurers, the rare region has a finite lifetime of O(ℓ2), and the logicals
will be exposed to a higher measurement rate afterward, suggesting that the dynamical exponent should be bounded
by z ≤ 2.

Contrary to expectations, however, the logical can hop between rare regions, as illustrated in Section S5. This
occurs when one logical operator (denoted as X̂L) increases in size while the other logical operator (ẐL) maintains
its length. The shorter logical appears to tunnel between rare regions, taking advantage of the sufficiently long pair.
This mechanism may be necessary so that the logical can persist even after the rare region dissipates, allowing the
possibility of z > 2.

A. Contiguous code length of the last logical

Standard MIPT

𝜏𝑝 − 𝑡 𝜏𝑝 − 𝑡
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d
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le

n
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Diffusive MIPT

N=32      64      128      256

Diffusive

LCF

Code length distribution

Code Length / N

(a) (b) (c)

Figure S6. (a,b) Contiguous code length of the logical before it gets purified. (a) Standard MIPT in Clifford circuits and (b)
our diffusive measurer model at p = 0.33 are presented. The x-axis displays τP − t, the remaining time before being purified.
All calculations are performed in the system length N = 128. (c) Probability distribution of the contiguous code length. Both
standard MIPT1 at the critical point and diffusive model at p = 0.33 are presented. The system size increases as the plot gets
darker. The code length scales proportional to the system size.

Fig. S6(a,b) illustrates the contiguous code length of the last logical pair for the standard MIPT in Clifford circuits1

at the critical point, and in our model with p = 0.33. The x-axis denotes τP − t, the time until purification. The code
length of three nontrivial logical operators X̂L, ẐL, and ŶL = iẐLX̂L was calculated, and we averaged the shortest,
longest, and mean values over samples.

The shortest logical operator consistently shrinks to zero (single-site occupation) preceding purification in both
models. However, the distinction is clear when one focuses on the longest logical operator. In contrast to the
standard model, the diffusive MIPT model exhibits an increase in the length of the longest logical operator. This
observation supports our previously addressed mechanism.

The long-lived behavior is also reflected in the contiguous code length probability distribution, shown in Fig. S6(c).
In the conventional MIPT, the probability is finite at the zero-length, while the diffusive model produces a clear peak
near 0.1N , with the distribution vanishing at zero code length. This implies the code length remains extensive most
of the time and has a much smaller chance of going to zero.

B. Hyperuniformity of measurers when the last logical purifies

From the observations on code length above, we qualitatively and quantitatively analyzed that (1) the contiguous
code distance is proportional to the system size for the typical times, and (2) even very short logical operators with
O(1) length may be secured by the rare region with a lower density of measurers, and can grow longer. Based on
these observations, we propose that the purification lifetime is controlled by events when the spatial rare regions
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Figure S7. (a) Schematic of the height function W (x). (b) Probability distribution of the W (x) variance sampled when
the ancilla is disentangled from the system. Compared to the control group (blue) from randomly distributed measurers,
the probability distribution of var(W ) gets sharper, and the peak shifts towards zero. (c) Hyperuniformity of the measurers
with wandering exponent β = 0.415. The sample-averaged standard deviation of W and the system sizes have clear algebraic
relations, as shown in the log-log plot.

are suppressed system-wide. This leads to ultra-slow dynamics with purification time characterized by stretched
exponential of system size.

As a measure of the uniformity of classical particles, we define a height function W (x):

W (x) =
x∑

r=1

(−1)n(r), (S9)

with W (0) = 0, and n(r) being the occupation number of measurers at r. We have W (N) =W (0), since the number
of measurers is exactly half the system size. If measurers are randomly distributed, which is true for the typical distri-
bution of SSEP particles, the standard deviation of the height function scales σ(W ) ∼ N1/2. However, the measurer
locations are not random at the moment when the system gets totally purified, and hyperuniformity,11–14 charac-
terized by the wandering exponent β, is observed at this particular time: σ(W ) ∼ Nβ , with β = 0.415 [Fig. S7(c)].
Fig. S7(b) also shows the distribution var(W ) at the purification time is clearly different from the distribution for
randomly distributed measurers (blue line). The probabilistic chance of measurers to locate hyperuniformly is ap-
proximately exp(N1−2β) (ignoring constants). This heuristic mechanism supports a picture of ultra-slow dynamics
with ψ ≈ 1− 2β.

S4. In-periodic structure of P<
S2
(t)

The tail distribution of entanglement growth effectively captures Griffiths-like effects within the volume-law phase,
arising from rare regions of low measurer density with finite lifetimes due to particle diffusion. We define P<S2

(t) as
the probability of bipartite entanglement being suppressed by more than half the average over samples for a single
cut. In our analysis, we observed distinct scaling behaviors for P<S2

(t) across three classes of models with different
spacetime correlations of measurements.

However, alongside the anticipated scaling relations, we observed the emergence of a nearly periodic structure over
time (see Fig. 3 in the main text). This periodicity is a characteristic feature of the Clifford circuit, where all S2(x, t)
values are integers for each run. Unlike individual samples of S2, the mean value S̄2, and consequently S̄2/2, are not
necessarily integers. As S̄2 increases by 2 units, the range of integers considered for P<S2

(t) expands as a step function
over time.

This characteristic is readily apparent in the spacetime-uncorrelated MIPT,1 where entanglement grows ballistically,
i.e., S̄2(N/2, t) = vEt. Consequently, the range of counting for P<S2

(t) increases every 2/vE periods, leading to the
observed periodic structure over time. Figure S8 illustrates this feature for measurement rates p = 0.08 and p = 0.04,
where the period is indeed determined by 2/vE .
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Figure S8. (a,b) Results from an open-boundary chain of length N = 1024 and measurement rate p = 0.08. The measurements
are spacetime-independent and identically distributed, and the measurement rates are low enough to be well inside the volume-
law phase. In (a), we observe ballistic growth of bipartite entanglement from a single cut at the middle, indicating a velocity
of entanglement propagation of approximately vE ∼ 0.15. In (b), the nearly periodic structure in P<

S2
(t) has a period of

approximately T ∼ 13, which aligns with the expected period of 2/vE , as explained in the text. (c,d) Here, we present another
demonstration with different measurement rates, p = 0.04, and find vE ∼ 0.25 and T ∼ 8, consistent with the anticipated
relationship.

S5. Appendix: visualizing the last remaining logical bit

We here visualize the last remaining logical bit for p = 0.33 with the contiguous code length and the corresponding

interval described in Section S1C. In Fig. S9, we show the shortest(longest) logical operator among ℓ̂X , ℓ̂Y , and ℓ̂Z
at individual time with yellow(green). The background gray shows the space-time location of the measurements.

To make a stark contrast in spatial measurer density to apparently visualize the rare regions, we next run the dimer
model, where the measurers form a pair as a dimer, and each dimer evolves under SSEP rules. Measurer particle
individually measures the qubit with probability p. We picked the number of dimers to be Nd = N/8, so the total
number of particles is N/4. In this model, the AMI value peaked at p = 0.65; hence, we picked p = 0.65 in Fig. S10.
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Diffusive Measurer Model 
(N = 32, 𝑁𝑝 = 16, p = 0.33)

Figure S9. The shortest logical operator (left) and both the longest and the shortest logical pair (right) in our diffusive model.
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Diffusive Dimer Model
(N = 32, 𝑁𝑑 = 4, p = 0.65)

Figure S10. The shortest logical operator (left) and both the longest and the shortest logical pair (right) in the dimer model.


